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SESSION 1: INTRODUCTION: Ethics of AI
14:00  AI: principles
14:15  Ethics of AI (the SIRM view)
14:30  Responsibility in AI (Italian law)
14:45  Data Warehouse and AI (AGID point of view)
15:00  Ethics in AI (the RSNA view)
15:15  International speaker
      AI: impact in radiological workflow
15:30  International speaker
      AI in clinical practice: what will change
15:55  Break
16:00  Companies space
16:20  Companies space
16:40  Companies space
17:00  Companies space

October 2nd, 2020
SESSION 2: AI IN BREAST CANCER
08:30  AI: principles
08:50  Ethics of AI (the SIRM view)
09:10  SIRM projects in breast cancer
09:50  AI in breast cancer
10:50  International speaker
      Possible AI application in breast imaging: An abdominal radiologist's view
11:10  International speaker
      AI in breast imaging
10:30  Break
10:50  Speaker 1 - AI and radiomics in breast cancer: personal experience
11:10  Speaker 2 - AI and radiomics in breast cancer: personal experience
11:30  Speaker 3 - AI and radiomics in breast cancer: personal experience
11:50  Companies space
12:10  Companies space
12:20  Companies space
12:40  Companies space

SESSION 3: RADIOMIC AND AI IN ABDOMINAL IMAGING
15:30  AI: principles
15:50  Ethics of AI (the SIRM view)
16:10  Application of radiomic and artificial intelligence in liver imaging: radiologist's perspective
16:30  Application of radiomic and artificial intelligence in extrahepatic imaging: radiologist's perspective
16:50  SIRM projects in colon cancer
17:00  AI and radiomics in prostate cancer
17:30  AI and radiomics in rectal cancer
Spazio Industria - Companies space (Time: 20 minutes)
Il titolo dell’intervento è da concordare con la Segreteria Scientifica
The title of the speech must be decided in agreement with the Scientific Secretariat.

Corner IA_01/IA_09 spazio nudo - empty space
4mq - 2 mt x 2 mt 4 sqm - 2mt x 2 mt